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Abstract

We present a lightweight solution to recover 3D pose

from multi-view images captured with spatially calibrated

cameras. Building upon recent advances in interpretable

representation learning, we exploit 3D geometry to fuse

input images into a unified latent representation of pose,

which is disentangled from camera view-points. This al-

lows us to reason effectively about 3D pose across differ-

ent views without using compute-intensive volumetric grids.

Our architecture then conditions the learned representation

on camera projection operators to produce accurate per-

view 2d detections, that can be simply lifted to 3D via a

differentiable Direct Linear Transform (DLT) layer. In or-

der to do it efficiently, we propose a novel implementation

of DLT that is orders of magnitude faster on GPU archi-

tectures than standard SVD-based triangulation methods.

We evaluate our approach on two large-scale human pose

datasets (H36M and Total Capture): our method outper-

forms or performs comparably to the state-of-the-art volu-

metric methods, while, unlike them, yielding real-time per-

formance.

1. Introduction

Most recent works on human 3D pose capture has fo-

cused on monocular reconstruction, even though multi-view

reconstruction is much easier, since multi-camera setups are

perceived as being too cumbersome. The appearance of Vir-

tual/Augmented Reality headsets with multiple integrated

cameras challenges this perception and has the potential to

bring back multi-camera techniques to the fore, but only if

multi-view approaches can be made sufficiently lightweight

to fit within the limits of low-compute headsets.

Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art multi-camera 3D pose

estimation algorithms tend to be computationally expensive

because they rely on deep networks that operate on vol-

umetric grids [14], or volumetric Pictorial Structures [22,

21], to combine features coming from different views in ac-

cordance with epipolar geometry. Fig. 1(a) illustrates these
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Figure 1. Overview of 3D pose estimation from multi-view im-

ages. The state-of-the-art approaches project 2D detections to 3D

grids and reason jointly across views through computationally in-

tensive volumetric convolutional neural networks [14] or Pictorial

Structures (PSM) [22, 21]. This yields accurate predictions but is

computationally expensive. We design a lightweight architecture

that predicts 2D joint locations from a learned camera-independent

representation of 3D pose and then lifts them to 3D via an efficient

formulation of differentiable triangulation (DLT). Our method

achieves performance comparable to volumetric methods, while,

unlike them, working in real-time.

approaches.

In this paper, we demonstrate that the expense of using a

3D grid is not required. Fig. 1(b) depicts our approach. We

encode each input image into latent representations, which

are then efficiently transformed from image coordinates into

world coordinates by conditioning on the appropriate cam-

era transformation using feature transform layers [31]. This

yields feature maps that live in a canonical frame of ref-

erence and are disentangled from the camera poses. The

feature maps are fused using 1D convolutions into a uni-

fied latent representation, denoted as p3D in Fig. 1(b), which

makes it possible to reason jointly about the extracted 2D

poses across camera views. We then condition this latent

code on the known camera transformation to decode it back
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to 2D image locations using a shallow 2D CNN. The pro-

posed fusion technique, to which we will refer to as Canon-

ical Fusion, enables us to drastically improve the accuracy

of the 2D detection compared to the results obtained from

each image independently, so much so, that we can lift these

2D detections to 3D reliably using the simple Direct Linear

Transform (DLT) method [11]. Because standard DLT im-

plementations that rely on Singular Value Decomposition

(SVD) are rarely efficient on GPUs, we designed a faster

alternative implementation based on the Shifted Iterations

method [23].

In short, our contributions are: (1) a novel multi-camera

fusion technique that exploits 3D geometry in latent space

to efficiently and jointly reason about different views and

drastically improve the accuracy of 2D detectors, (2) a new

GPU-friendly implementation of the DLT method, which is

hundreds of times faster than standard implementations.

We evaluate our approach on two large-scale multi-view

datasets, Human3.6M [13] and TotalCapture [29]: we out-

perform the state-of-the-art methods when additional train-

ing data is not available, both in terms of speed and accu-

racy. When additional 2D annotations can be used [17, 2],

our accuracy remains comparable to that of the state-of-the-

art methods, while being faster. Finally, we demonstrate

that our approach can handle viewpoints that were never

seen during training. In short, we can achieve real-time per-

formance without sacrificing prediction accuracy nor view-

point flexibility, while other approaches cannot.

2. Related Work

Pose estimation is a long-standing problem in the

computer vision community. In this section, we review in

detail related multi-view pose estimation literature. We

then focus on approaches lifting 2D detections to 3D via

triangulation.

Pose estimation from multi-view input images. Early

attempts [18, 9, 4, 3] tackled pose-estimation from multi-

view inputs by optimizing simple parametric models of the

human body to match hand-crafted image features in each

view, achieving limited success outside of the controlled

settings. With the advent of deep learning, the dominant

paradigm has shifted towards estimating 2D poses from

each view separately, through exploiting efficient monocu-

lar pose estimation architectures [20, 28, 30, 26], and then

recovering the 3D pose from single view detections.

Most approaches use 3D volumes to aggregate 2D pre-

dictions. Pavlakos et al. [21] project 2D keypoint heatmaps

to 3D grids and use Pictorial Structures aggregation to es-

timate 3D poses. Similarly, [22] proposes to use Recur-

rent Pictorial Structures to efficiently refine 3D pose esti-

mations step by step. Improving upon these approaches,

[14] projects 2D heatmaps to a 3D volume using a differen-

tiable model and regresses the estimated root-centered 3D

pose through a learnable 3D convolutional neural network.

This allows them to train their system end-to-end by opti-

mizing directly the 3D metric of interest through the predic-

tions of the 2D pose estimator network. Despite recovering

3D poses reliably, volumetric approaches are computation-

ally demanding, and simple triangulation of 2D detections

is still the de-facto standard when seeking real-time perfor-

mance [16, 5].

Few models have focused on developing lightweight

solutions to reason about multi-view inputs. In particular,

[15] proposes to concatenate together pre-computed 2D

detections and pass them as input to a fully connected

network to predict global 3D joint coordinates. Similarly,

[22] refines 2D heatmap detections jointly by using a fully

connected layer before aggregating them on 3D volumes.

Although, similar to our proposed approach, these methods

fuse information from different views without using

volumetric grids, they do not leverage camera information

and thus overfit to a specific camera setting. We will show

that our approach can handle different cameras flexibly and

even generalize to unseen ones.

Triangulating 2D detections. Computing the posi-

tion of a point in 3D-space given its images in n views

and the camera matrices of those views is one of the most

studied computer vision problems. We refer the reader to

[11] for an overview of existing methods. In our work,

we use the Direct Linear Triangulation (DLT) method

because it is simple and differentiable. We propose a novel

GPU-friendly implementation of this method, which is up

to two orders of magnitude faster than existing ones that are

based on SVD factorization. We provide a more detailed

overview about this algorithm in Section 3.4.

Several methods lift 2D detections efficiently to 3D by

means of triangulation [1, 16, 10, 5]. More closely related to

our work, [14] proposes to back-propagate through an SVD-

based differentiable triangulation layer by lifting 2D detec-

tions to 3D keypoints. Unlike our approach, these methods

do not perform any explicit reasoning about multi-view in-

puts and therefore struggle with large self-occlusions.

3. Method

We consider a setting in which n spatially calibrated and

temporally synchronized cameras capture the performance

of a single individual in the scene. We denote with {Ii}
n
i=1

the set of multi-view input images, each captured from a

camera with known projection matrix Pi. Our goal is to es-

timate its 3D pose in the absolute world coordinates; we

parameterize it as a fixed-size set of 3D point locations

{xj}Jj=1
, which correspond to the joints.

Consider as an example the input images on the left of

Figure 2. Although exhibiting different appearances, the
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Figure 2. Canonical Fusion. The proposed architecture learns a unified view-independent representation of the 3D pose from multi-view

inputs, allowing it to reason efficiently across multiple views. Feature Transform Layers (FTL) use camera projection matrices (Pi) to map

features between this canonical representation, while Direct Linear Transform (DLT) efficiently lifts 2D keypoints into 3D. Blocks marked

in gray are differentiable (supporting backpropagation) but not trainable.

frames share the same 3D pose information up to a perspec-

tive projection and view-dependent occlusions. Building

on this observation, we design our architecture (depicted in

Figure 2), which learns a unified view-independent repre-

sentation of 3D pose from multi-view input images. This

allows us to reason efficiently about occlusions to produce

accurate 2D detections, that can be then simply lifted to 3D

absolute coordinates by means of triangulation. Below, we

first introduce baseline methods for pose estimation from

multi-view inputs. We then describe our approach in detail

and explain how we train our model.

3.1. Lightweight pose estimation from multiview
inputs

Given input images {Ii}
n
i=1

, we use a convolutional neu-

ral network backbone to extract features {zi}
n
i=1

from each

input image separately. Denoting our encoder network as e,

zi is computed as

zi = e(Ii). (1)

Note that, at this stage, feature map zi contains a represen-

tation of the 3D pose of the performer that is fully entangled

with camera view-point, expressed by the camera projection

operator Pi.

We first propose a baseline approach, similar to [16, 10],

to estimate the 3D pose from multi-view inputs. Here, we

simply decode latent codes zi to 2D detections, and lift 2D

detections to 3D by means of triangulation. We refer to this

approach as Baseline. Although efficient, we argue that this

approach is limited because it processes each view indepen-

dently and therefore cannot handle self-occlusions.

An intuitive way to jointly reason across different views

is to use a learnable neural network to share information

across embeddings {zi}
n
i=1

, by concatenating features from

different views and processing them through convolutional

layers into view-dependent features, similar in spirit to the

recent models [15, 22]. In Section 4 we refer to this general

approach as Fusion. Although computationally lightweight

and effective, we argue that this approach is limited for two

reasons: (1) it does not make use of known camera infor-

mation, relying on the network to learn the spatial configu-

ration of the multi-view setting from the data itself, and (2)

it cannot generalize to different camera settings by design.

We will provide evidence for this in Section 4 .

3.2. Learning a viewindependent representation

To alleviate the aforementioned limitations, we propose

a method to jointly reason across views, leveraging the ob-

servation that the 3D pose information contained in feature

maps {zi}
n
i=1

is the same across all n views up to camera

projective transforms and occlusions, as discussed above.

We will refer to this approach as Canonical Fusion.

To achieve this goal, we leverage feature transform lay-

ers (FTL) [31], which was originally proposed as a tech-

nique to condition latent embeddings on a target transfor-

mation so that to learn interpretable representations. Inter-

nally, a FTL has no learnable parameter and is computa-

tionally efficient. It simply reshapes the input feature map

to a point-set, applies the target transformation, and then

reshapes the point-set back to its original dimension. This

technique forces the learned latent feature space to preserve

the structure of the transformation, resulting in practice in

a disentanglement between the learned representation and

the transformation. In order to make this paper more self-

contained, we review FTL in detail in the Supplementary

Section.

Several approaches have used FTL for novel view syn-

thesis to map the latent representation of images or poses

from one view to another [25, 24, 7, 6]. In this work, we

leverage FTL to map images from multiple views to a uni-

fied latent representation of 3D pose. In particular, we use

FTL to project feature maps zi to a common canonical rep-

resentation by explicitly conditioning them on the camera

projection matrix P−1

i that maps image coordinates to the
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Algorithm 1: DLT-SII({ui, Pi}
N
i=1

, T = 2)

A← A({ui, Pi}
N
i=1

);

B ← (ATA+ σI)−1;

σ ← 0.001 (see Theorem 1);

x← rand(4, 1);
for i = 1 : T do

x← Bx;

x← x/‖x‖;

end

return y← x(0 : 3)/x(4);

world coordinates

zwi = FTL(zi|P
−1

i ). (2)

Now that feature maps have been mapped to the same

canonical representation, they can simply be concatenated

and fused into a unified representation of 3D pose via a shal-

low 1D convolutional neural network f , i.e.

p3D = f(concatenate({zwi }
n
i=1

)). (3)

We now force the learned representation to be disentan-

gled from camera view-point by transforming the shared

p3D features to view-specific representations fi by

fi = FTL(p3D|Pi). (4)

In Section 4 we show both qualitatively and quantitatively

that the representation of 3D pose we learn is effectively

disentangled from the camera-view point.

Unlike the Fusion baseline, Canonical Fusion makes ex-

plicit use of camera projection operators to simplify the task

of jointly reasoning about views. The convolutional block,

in fact, now does not have to figure out the geometrical dis-

position of the multi-camera setting and can solely focus

on reasoning about occlusion. Moreover, as we will show,

Canonical Fusion can handle different cameras flexibly, and

even generalize to unseen ones.

3.3. Decoding latent codes to 2D detections

This component of our architecture proceeds as a

monocular pose estimation model that maps view-specific

representations fi to 2D Heatmaps Hi via a shallow convo-

lutional decoder d, i.e.

Hj
i = d(fi), (5)

where Hj
i is the heatmap prediction for joint j in Image i.

Finally, we compute the 2D location uj
i of each joint j by

simply integrating heatmaps across spatial axes

u
j
i =

(

∑

x,y

xHj
i ,
∑

x,y

yHj
i

)

/
∑

x,y

Hj
i . (6)

a) Theorem 1 c) CPU Profiling

b) Accuracy d) GPU Profiling
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Figure 3. Evaluation of DLT. We validate the findings of Theorem

1 in (a). We then compare our proposed DLT implementation to

the SVD of [14], both in terms of accuracy (b) and performance

(c),(d). Exploiting Theorem 1, we can choose a suitable approx-

imation for σmin(A
∗), and make DLT-SII converge to the desired

solution in only two iterations.

Note that this operation is differentiable with respect to

heatmap Hj
i , allowing us to back-propagate through it. In

the next section, we explain in detail how we proceed to lift

multi-view 2D detections to 3D.

3.4. Efficient Direct Linear Transformation

In this section we focus on finding the position xj =
[xj , yj , zj ]T of a 3D point in space given a set of n 2d de-

tections {uj
i}

n
i=1

. To ease the notation, we will drop apex j
as the derivations that follow are carried independently for

each landmark.

Assuming a pinhole camera model, we can write diui =
Pix, where di is an unknown scale factor. Note that here,

with a slight abuse of notation, we express both 2d detec-

tions ui and 3d landmarks x in homogeneous coordinates.

Expanding on the components we get

diui = p1Ti x , divi = p2Ti x , di = p3Ti x, (7)

where pkTi denotes the k-th row of i-th camera projection

matrix. Eliminating di using the third relation in (7), we

obtain

(uip
3T
i − p1Ti )x = 0 (8)

(vip
3T
i − p2Ti )x = 0. (9)

Finally, accumulating over all available n views yields a to-

tal of 2n linear equations in the unknown 3D position x,

which we write compactly as

Ax = 0, where A = A({ui, vi, Pi}
N
i=1

). (10)

Note that A ∈ R
2n×4 is a function of {ui, vi, Pi}

N
i=1

, as

specified in Equations (8) and (9). We refer to A as the
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DLT matrix. These equations define x up to a scale factor,

and we seek a non-zero solution. In the absence of noise,

Equation (10) admits a unique non-trivial solution, corre-

sponding to the 3D intersection of the camera rays passing

by each 2D observation ui (i.e. matrix A does not have full

rank). However, considering noisy 2D point observations

such as the ones predicted by a neural network, Equation

(10) does not admit solutions, thus we have to seek for an

approximate one. A common choice, known as the Direct

Linear Transform (DLT) method [11], proposes the follow-

ing relaxed version of Equation (10):

minx‖Ax‖, subject to‖x‖ = 1. (11)

Clearly, the solution to the above optimization problem is

the eigenvector of ATA associated to its smallest eigenvalue

λmin(A
TA). In practice, the eigenvector is computed by

means of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [11]. We

argue that this approach is suboptimal, as we in fact only

care about one of the eigenvectors of ATA.

Inspired by the observation above that the smallest

eigenvalue of ATA is zero for non-noisy observations, we

derive a bound for the smallest eigenvalue of matrix ATA
in the presence of Gaussian noise. We prove this estimate

in the Supplementary Section.

Theorem 1 Let A be the DLT matrix associated to the non-

perturbed case, i.e. σmin(A) = 0. Let us assume i.i.d Gaus-

sian noise ε = (εu, εv) ∼ N (0, s2I) in our 2d observa-

tions, i.e. (u∗, v∗) = (u + εu, v + εv), and let us denote

as A∗ the DLT matrix associated to the perturbed system.

Then, it follows that:

0 ≤ E[σmin(A
∗)] ≤ Cs, where C = C({ui, Pi}

N
i=1

)
(12)

In Figure 3(a) we reproduce these setting by considering

Gaussian perturbations of 2D observations, and find an ex-

perimental confirmation that by having a greater 2D joint

measurement error, specified by 2D-MPJPE (see Equation

13 for its formal definition), the expected smallest singular

value σmin(A
∗) increases linearly.

The bound above, in practice, allows us to compute the

smallest singular vector of A∗ reliably by means of Shifted

Inverse Iterations (SII) [23]: we can estimate σmin(A
∗) with

a small constant and know that the iterations will converge

to the correct eigenvector. For more insight on why this is

the case, we refer the reader to the Supplementary Section.

SII can be implemented extremely efficiently on GPUs.

As outlined in Algorithm 1, it consists of one inversion of

a 4× 4 matrix and several matrix multiplication and vector

normalizations, operations that can be trivially parallelized.

In Figure 3(b) we compare our SII based implementation

of DLT (estimating the smallest singular value of A with

σ = 0.001) to an SVD based one, such as the one proposed

in [14]. For 2D observation errors up to 70 pixels (which

is a reasonable range in 256 pixel images), our formulation

requires as little as two iterations to achieve the same accu-

racy as a full SVD factorization, while being respectively

10/100 times faster on CPU/GPU than its counterpart, as

evidenced by our profiling in Figures 3(c,d).

3.5. Loss function

In this section, we explain how to train our model. Since

our DLT implementation is differentiable with respect to

2D joint locations ui, we can let gradients with respect to

3D landmarks x flow all the way back to the input images

{Ii}
n
i=1

, making our approach trainable end-to-end. How-

ever, in practice, to make training more stable in its early

stages, we found it helpful to first train our model by mini-

mizing a 2D Mean Per Joint Position Error (MPJPE) of the

form

L2D-MPJPE =
n
∑

i=1

1

J

J
∑

j=1

‖uj
i − û

j
i‖2, (13)

where û
i
j denotes the ground truth 2D position of j-th joint

in the i-th image. In our experiments, we pre-train our mod-

els by minimizing L2D-MPJPE for 20 epochs. Then, we fine-

tune our model by minimizing 3D MPJPE, which is also our

test metric, by

L3D-MPJPE =
1

J

J
∑

j=1

‖xj − x̂j‖2, (14)

where x̂j denotes the ground truth 3D position of j-th joint

in the world coordinate. We evaluate the benefits of fine-

tuning using L3D-MPJPE in the Section 4.

4. Experiments

We conduct our evaluation on two available large-scale

multi-view datasets, TotalCapture [29] and Human3.6M

[13]. We crop each input image around the performer, us-

ing ground truth bounding boxes provided by each dataset.

Input crops are undistorted, re-sampled so that virtual cam-

eras are pointing at the center of the crop and normalized to

256×256. We augment our train set by performing random

rotation(±30 degrees, note that image rotations correspond

to camera rotations along the z-axis) and standard color aug-

mentation. In our experiments, we use a ResNet152 [12]

pre-trained on ImageNet [8] as the backbone architecture

for our encoder. Our fusion block consists of two 1×1 con-

volutional layers. Our decoder consists of 4 transposed con-

volutional layers, followed by a 1×1 convolution to produce

heatmaps. More details on our architecture are provided in

the Supplementary section. The networks are trained for

50 epochs, using a Stochastic Gradient Descent optimizer

where we set learning rate to 2.5× 10−2.
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Figure 4. We visualize randomly picked samples from the test set

of TotalCapture and Human3.6M. To stress that the pose represen-

tation learned by our network is effectively disentangled from the

camera view-point, we intentionally show predictions before tri-

angulating them, rather than re-projecting triangulated keypoints

to the image space. Predictions are best seen in supplementary

videos.

4.1. Datasets specifications

TotalCapture: The TotalCapture dataset [29] has been

recently introduced to the community. It consists of 1.9

million frames, captured from 8 calibrated full HD video

cameras recording at 60Hz. It features 4 male and 1

female subjects, each performing five diverse performances

repeated 3 times: ROM, Walking, Acting, Running,

and Freestyle. Accurate 3D human joint locations are

obtained from a marker-based motion capture system.

Following previous work [29], the training set consists of

“ROM1,2,3”, “Walking1,3”, “Freestyle1,2”, “Acting1,2”,

“Running1” on subjects 1,2 and 3. The testing set consists

of “Walking2 (W2)”, “Freestyle3 (FS3)”, and “Acting3

(A3)” on subjects 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The number following

each action indicates the video of that action being used,

for example Freestyle has three videos of the same action

of which 1 and 2 are used for training and 3 for testing.

This setup allows for testing on unseen and seen subjects

but always unseen performances. Following [22], we use

the data of four cameras (1,3,5,7) to train and test our

models. However, to illustrate the generalization ability

of our approach to new camera settings, we propose an

experiment were we train on cameras (1,3,5,7) and test on

unseen cameras (2,4,6,8).

Human 3.6M: The Human3.6M dataset [13] is the

largest publicly available 3D human pose estimation

benchmark. It consists of 3.6 million frames, captured

from 4 synchronized 50Hz digital cameras. Accurate 3D

human joint locations are obtained from a marker-based

motion capture system utilizing 10 additional IR sensors.

a) In-plane rotations (seen views)

Rz = 0◦ Rz = 10◦ Rz = 20◦ Rz = 30◦

b) Out-of-plane rotations (unseen views)

φ = 0◦ φ = 30◦ φ = 150◦ φ = 180◦

Figure 5. In the top row, we synthesize 2D poses after rotating

cameras with respect to z-axis. In the bottom row, we rotate cam-

era around the plane going through two consecutive camera views

by angle φ, presenting the network with unseen camera projection

matrices. Note that after decoding p3D to a novel view, it no longer

corresponds to the encoded view. 2D Skeletons are overlaid on

one of the original view in order to provide a reference. These im-

ages show that the 3D pose embedding p3D is disentangled from

the camera view-point. Best seen in supplementary videos.

It contains a total of 11 subjects (5 females and 6 males)

performing 15 different activities. For evaluation, we

follow the most popular protocol, by training on subjects

1, 5, 6, 7, 8 and using unseen subjects 9, 11 for testing.

Similar to other methods [19, 21, 27, 15, 22], we use all

available views during training and inference.

4.2. Qualitative evaluation of disentanglement

We evaluate the quality of our latent representation by

showing that 3D pose information is effectively disentan-

gled from the camera view-point. Recall from Section 3

that our encoder e encodes input images to latent codes

zi, which are transformed from camera coordinates to the

world coordinates and latter fused into a unified representa-

tion p3D which is meant to be disentangled from the camera

view-point. To verify this is indeed the case, we propose

to decode our representation to different 2D poses by us-

ing different camera transformations P , in order to produce

views of the same pose from novel camera view-points. We

refer the reader to Figure 5 for a visualization of the synthe-

sized poses. In the top row, we rotate one of the cameras

with respect to the z-axis, presenting the network with pro-

jection operators that have been seen at train time. In the

bottom row we consider a more challenging scenario, where

we synthesize novel views by rotating the camera around

the plane going through consecutive cameras. Despite pre-

senting the network with unseen projection operators, our

decoder is still able to synthesize correct 2D poses. This ex-

periment shows our approach has effectively learned a rep-

resentation of the 3D pose that is disentangled from camera

view-point. We evaluate it quantitatively in Section 4.4.
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Methods Seen Subjects (S1,S2,S3) Unseen Subjects (S4,S5) Mean

Walking Freestyle Acting Walking Freestyle Acting

Qui et al. [22] Baseline + RPSM 28 42 30 45 74 46 41

Qui et al. [22] Fusion + RPSM 19 28 21 32 54 33 29

Ours, Baseline 31.8 36.4 24.0 43.0 75.7 43.0 39.3

Ours, Fusion 14.6 35.3 20.7 28.8 71.8 37.3 31.8

Ours, Canonical Fusion(no DLT) 10.9 32.2 16.7 27.6 67.9 35.1 28.6

Ours, Canonical Fusion 10.6 30.4 16.3 27.0 65.0 34.2 27.5

Table 1. 3D pose estimation error MPJPE (mm) on the TotalCapture dataset. The results reported for our methods are obtained without

rigid alignment or further offline post-processing.

Methods Seen Subjects (S1,S2,S3) Unseen Subjects (S4,S5) Mean

Walking Freestyle Acting Walking Freestyle Acting

Ours, Baseline 28.9 53.7 42.4 46.7 75.9 51.3 48.2

Ours, Fusion 73.9 71.5 71.5 72.0 108.4 58.4 78.9

Ours, Canonical Fusion 22.4 47.1 27.8 39.1 75.7 43.1 38.2

Table 2. Testing the generalization capabilities of our approach on unseen views. We take the networks of Section 4.3, trained on cameras

(1,3,5,7) of the TotalCapture training set, and test on the unseen views captured with cameras (2,4,6,8). We report 3D pose estimation error

MPJPE (mm).

4.3. Quantitative evaluation on TotalCapture

We begin by evaluating the different components of our

approach and comparing to the state-of-the-art volumetric

method of [22] on the TotalCapture dataset. We report our

results in Table 1. We observe that by using the feature fu-

sion technique (Fusion) we get a significant 19% improve-

ment over our Baseline, showing that, although simple,

this fusion technique is effective. Our more sophisticated

Canonical Fusion (no DLT) achieves further 10% improve-

ment, showcasing that our method can effectively use cam-

era projection operators to better reason about views. Fi-

nally, training our architecture by back-propagating through

the triangulation layer (Canonical Fusion) allows to further

improve our accuracy by 3%. This is not surprising as we

optimize directly for the target metric when training our net-

work. Our best performing model outperforms the state-of-

the-art volumetric model of [22] by ∼ 5%. Note that their

method lifts 2D detections to 3D using Recurrent Pictorial

Structures (RPSM), which uses a pre-defined skeleton, as

a strong prior, to lift 2D heatmaps to 3D detections. Our

method doesn’t use any priors, and still outperform theirs.

Moreover, our approach is orders of magnitude faster than

theirs, as we will show in Section 4.6. We show some un-

curated test samples from our model in Figure 4(a).

4.4. Generalization to unseen cameras

To assess the flexibility of our approach, we evaluate its

performance on images captured from unseen views. To do

so, we take the trained network of Section 4.3 and test it on

cameras (2,4,6,8). Note that this setting is particularly chal-

lenging not only because of the novel camera views, but also

because the performer is often out of field of view in camera

2. For this reason, we discard frames where the performer is

out of field of view when evaluating our Baseline. We report

the results in Table 2. We observe that Fusion fails at gener-

alizing to novel views (accuracy drops by 47.1mm when the

network is presented with new views). This is not surpris-

ing as this fusion technique over-fits by design to the camera

setting. On the other hand the accuracy drop of Canonical

Fusion is similar to the one of Baseline (∼ 10mm). Note

that our comparison favors Baseline by discarding frames

when object is occluded. This experiments validates that

our model is able to cope effectively with challenging un-

seen views.

4.5. Quantitative evaluation on Human 3.6M

We now turn to the Human36M dataset, where we first

evaluate the different components of our approach, and then

compare to the state-of-the-art multi-view methods. Note

that here we consider a setting where no additional data is

used to train our models. We report the results in Table

3. Considering the ablation study, we obtain results that

are consistent with what we observed on the TotalCapture

dataset: performing simple feature fusion (Fusion) yields

a 18% improvement over the monocular baseline. A fur-

ther ∼ 10% improvement can be reached by using Canon-

ical Fusion (no DLT). Finally, training our architecture by

back-propagating through the triangulation layer (Canoni-

cal Fusion) allows to further improve our accuracy by 7%.

We show some uncurated test samples from our model in

Figure 4(b).

We then compare our model to the state-of-the-art meth-

ods. Here we can compare our method to the one of [22]

just by comparing fusion techniques (see Canonical Fusion
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Methods Dir. Disc. Eat Greet Phone Photo Pose Purch. Sit SitD. Smoke Wait WalkD. Walk WalkT. Mean

Martinez et al. [19] 46.5 48.6 54.0 51.5 67.5 70.7 48.5 49.1 69.8 79.4 57.8 53.1 56.7 42.2 45.4 57.0

Pavlakos et al. [21] 41.2 49.2 42.8 43.4 55.6 46.9 40.3 63.7 97.6 119.0 52.1 42.7 51.9 41.8 39.4 56.9

Tome et al. [27] 43.3 49.6 42.0 48.8 51.1 64.3 40.3 43.3 66.0 95.2 50.2 52.2 51.1 43.9 45.3 52.8

Kadkhodamohammadi et al. [15] 39.4 46.9 41.0 42.7 53.6 54.8 41.4 50.0 59.9 78.8 49.8 46.2 51.1 40.5 41.0 49.1

Qiu et al. [22] 34.8 35.8 32.7 33.5 34.5 38.2 29.7 60.7 53.1 35.2 41.0 41.6 31.9 31.4 34.6 38.3

Qui et al. [22] + RPSM 28.9 32.5 26.6 28.1 28.3 29.3 28.0 36.8 41.0 30.5 35.6 30.0 28.3 30.0 30.5 31.2

Ours, Baseline 39.1 46.5 31.6 40.9 39.3 45.5 47.3 44.6 45.6 37.1 42.4 46.7 34.5 45.2 64.8 43.2

Ours, Fusion 31.3 37.3 29.4 29.5 34.6 46.5 30.2 43.5 44.2 32.4 35.7 33.4 31.0 38.3 32.4 35.4

Ours, Canonical Fusion (no DLT) 31.0 35.1 28.6 29.2 32.2 34.8 33.4 32.1 35.8 34.8 33.3 32.2 29.9 35.1 34.8 32.5

Ours, Canonical Fusion 27.3 32.1 25.0 26.5 29.3 35.4 28.8 31.6 36.4 31.7 31.2 29.9 26.9 33.7 30.4 30.2

Table 3. No additional training data setup. We compare the 3D pose estimation error (reported in MPJPE (mm)) of our method to the state-

of-the-art approaches on the Human3.6M dataset. The reported results for our methods are obtained without rigid alignment or further

offline post-processing steps.

(no DLT) vs Qui et al. [22] (no RPSM) in Table 3). We

see that our methods outperform theirs by ∼ 15%, which is

significant and indicates the superiority of our fusion tech-

nique. Similar to what observed in Section 4.3, our best

performing method is even superior to the off-line volumet-

ric of [22], which uses a strong bone-length prior (Qui et

al. [22] Fusion + RPSM). Our method outperforms all other

multi-view approaches by a large margin. Note that in this

setting we cannot compare to [14], as they do not report

results without using additional data.

4.6. Exploiting additional data

Methods Model size Inference Time MPJPE

Qui et al. [22] Fusion + RPSM 2.1GB 8.4s 26.2

Iskakov et al. [14] Algebraic 320MB 2.00s 22.6

Iskakov et al. [14] Volumetric 643MB 2.30s 20.8

Ours, Baseline 244MB 0.04s 34.2

Ours, Canonical Fusion 251MB 0.04s 21.0

Table 4. Additional training data setup. We compare our method to

the state-of-the-art approaches in terms of performance, inference

time, and model size on the Human3.6M dataset.

To compare to the concurrent model in [14], we consider

a setting in which we exploit additional training data. We

adopt the same pre-training strategy as [14], that is we pre-

train a monocular pose estimation network on the COCO

dataset [17], and fine-tune jointly on Human3.6M and MPII

[2] datasets. We then simply use these pre-trained weights

to initialize our network. We also report results for [22],

which trains its detector jointly on MPII and Human3.6M.

The results are reported in Table 4.

First of all, we observe that Canonical Fusion outper-

forms our monocular baseline by a large margin (∼ 39%).

Similar to what was remarked in the previous section, our

method also outperforms [22]. The gap, however, is some-

what larger in this case (∼ 20%). Our approach also out-

performs the triangulation baseline of (Iskakov et al. [14]

Algebraic), indicating that our fusion technique if effective

in reasoning about multi-view input images. Finally, we ob-

serve that our method reaches accuracy comparable to the

volumetric approach of (Iskakov et al. [14] Volumetric).

To give insight on the computational efficiency of our

method, in Table 4 we report the size of the trained mod-

els in memory, and also measure their inference time (we

consider a set of 4 images and measure the time of a for-

ward pass on a Pascal TITAN X GPU and report the average

over 100 forward passes). Comparing model size, Canon-

ical Fusion is much smaller than other models and intro-

duces only a negligible computational overhead compared

to our monocular Baseline. Comparing the inference time,

both our models yield a real-time performance (∼ 25fps)

in their un-optimized version, which is much faster than

other methods. In particular, it is about 50 times faster than

(Iskakov et al. [14] Algebraic) due to our efficient imple-

mentation of DLT and about 57 times faster than (Iskakov

et al. [14] Volumetric) due to using DLT plus 2D CNNs in-

stead of a 3D volumetric approach.

5. Conclusions

We propose a new multi-view fusion technique for 3D

pose estimation that is capable of reasoning across multi-

view geometry effectively, while introducing negligible

computational overhead with respect to monocular meth-

ods. Combined with our novel formulation of DLT trans-

formation, this results in a real-time approach to 3D pose

estimation from multiple cameras. We report the state-of-

the-art performance on standard benchmarks when using no

additional data, flexibility to unseen camera settings, and

accuracy comparable to far-more computationally intensive

volumetric methods when allowing for additional 2D anno-

tations.
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